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Triple Crown 

The Triple Crown design exceeds all expectations of a serious tournament 
shooter period.  The trick has always been for a bowyer to design a bow 
that post high feet per second numbers without forfeiting bow stability 
and accuracy.   At the same time the Triple Crown meets the NFAA and 
IBO legal  requirements with its D shape when strung .  The Triple Crown 
offers a fully shaped riser that allows the shooter to maintain a consistent 
grip for every shot.  With this bow design we have been able to capture 
the shooters dream of speed, accuracy and stability at the same 
time.  The Triple Crown is offered in 64", 66" and 68" length, it also can 
be ordered with carbon backed limbs and a full or half micarta riser 
optional and is fast flight ready.   

 

 

  



Royal Crown 

This bow will change your 
mind about long bow 
shooting. If you are a 

recurve shooter that always 
wanted to shoot a long bow 
but never felt confident with 

one you need to give the 
Royal Crown a try. The 

forward hand design helps 
you hit where you are 

looking , plus the full shaped 
grip locks your hand in 

perfect position every time. 
When the pre-loaded hybrid 
limbs, unleash an arrow with 

no hand shock and hit 
exactly where you are 

looking you will know that 
you just found your new 
best friend. The Royal 

Crown is offered in 58', 60", 
62" and 64" lengths. The 

Royal Crown is not legal for 
NFAA shooting, the limbs 
show reflex when strung. 



Traditional Long Bow 

Fox Traditional Long Bows utilize the highly effective time proven deflex/reflex 
design.  The long tapered fadeouts, deep core and narrow trapazoid limbs that 
follow the true lines of a traditional long bow, make this a great choice for the purist 
who desires simplicity.  Lengths offered are 58", 60", 62", 64" ,66", and 68". 

  

 



The High Sierra take down speaks for itself. It is our hard work and pride that provide 
you with our top of the line bow. Nothing has been held back to provide you with a truly 

superior design. This bow is the epitome of the bowyers art, creating the perfect 
partnership of strength and beauty. Its a bow that consumes you with its performance 
and dazzling appearance. A bow that has stood the test of time and you can be proud 

and confident to take in the woods. The High Sierra features include, totally custom 
made with hand selected exotic and domestic woods. Positive limb lock design. Easy 

bolt on quiver. Reinforced tips to handle fast flight strings. Two riser lengths 17" is fitted 
with 56", 58" and 60" limbs and 19" riser is fitted to a 62" 64" 66" limbs. 

HHigh Sierra Recurve 



“Maverick” 

The name Maverick says it all, "It simply stands alone".  The Maverick is a 
very quick, smooth shooting and extremely stable one-piece recurve.  The 
design reveals beautiful lines and smooth curves that are guaranteed to stop 
you in your tracks!  The Maverick is offered in a 58" and 62" length.  The 
tips are reinforced and the Maverick is fast flight string ready. 

 



"THE BREED"  
 For the Archer that is torn 
between a Long Bow and 
a Recurve.  The Breed is 

a light weight slender 
fifty's style design with a 
slightly off set grip, which 

allows the archer to 
convert between a Long 
Bow and Recurve with 

ease.  Besides the 
stunning appearance, this 

bow is very quiet and 
smooth and retains 
lighting speed.  The 

Breed comes in 3 lengths 
54", 58" and 62" and 

optional sleeve style Take 
Down and is fast flight 
ready.  "An awesome 

bow for blinds"  
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Traditional Long bow or 
Breed Take Down system 

Limb wood choices 
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Fox Signature Arrows 
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